Tricks Of The Trade From A Celebrity Makeup Artist

Harry Potter Makes Glasses Cool For Kids
by Rodney Tahran, O.D., F.A.A.O.
(NAPSA)—Poof! It must be
magic. There has never been a kid
in the history of America who has
eagerly wanted to
wear glasses. Yet,
suddenly, with the
video and DVD release of the literary
and movie phenomenon Harry Potter and
the Sorcerer’s Stone,
Dr. Tahran
kids are—all over
again—wild about Harry. Thank
you, J.K. Rowling! Thank you for
creating a character that is
changing attitudes toward children’s eyewear.
In fact, Harry Potter-style
glasses just may be the “gottahave” fashion accessory this year.
While children are under this
trendsetting spell, now is the perfect time for parents to make sure
their children receive thorough
eye exams from their eye care
professional.
Good Things Come in Packages
Kids want to be in fashion.
Grownups want their children’s
glasses to be safe and durable. In
an effort to make the eyewear
purchase a smooth experience for
all, many eye-care professionals
are offering popular children’s
brand frames with premium lens
options. The features parents
demand in their children’s lenses,
such as anti-reflection and scratch
protection, are built in. Combine
that with fashionable, brandname frames, and you’ve got the
basis for one-stop shopping.
Essilor Laboratories of America
is offering eyewear dispensaries
across the country its Harry Potter Lens and Frame package. The
package offers a 20-piece assort-

ment of premium frames and
availability of a variety of premium Essilor lens options. Promotional items include a Harry Potter glasses case.
Essilor Laboratories of America
has found that packaging makes
dispensing simple for both the eye
care professional and the consumer. Practitioners place one
order for the lens and frame package. Patients receive everything
for one attractive price.
To learn more, visit www.
visionweb.com, the world’s largest
eye care network.
Selecting a Lens Material
Children are always active.
Whether your little Harry or
Hermione is attempting to catch
the Golden Snitch or follow the
invisible path to Hogwart’s
Express, impact-resistant materials are the safest—and smartest—choice in lenses. Polycarbonate lenses such as Essilor ’s
Airwear® with Crizal® are tough;
yet, lightweight and thin, with
100 percent ultraviolet protection
and two-sided scratch resistance
to provide additional protection
and durability. Annoying glare
that can cause eye strain and

fatigue is reduced drastically, providing crystal clear vision.
Polycarbonate material is now
available for every lens design
and has become the lens of choice
by ophthalmic professionals prescribing lenses for children and
active adults because of its toughness and durability plus thin and
lightweight characteristics. To
learn more about the popularity of
polycarbonates, visit www.air
wear.com.
Anti-reflective lenses enhance
your vision even when working in
artificial light or on the computer,
because there is no glare to cloud
your vision. They can have superior resistance against scratching
too, making them a popular choice
for children’s lenses. For more
information on the advantages of
anti-reflective lenses, visit www.
crizal.com.
While Harry fans are eagerly
awaiting J.K. Rowling’s next book
in the series, children no longer
have to wait for the trendy spectacles that also improve their vision.
The magic has arrived.
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by Carol Shaw
(NAPSA)—Looking like a star
is easier than you think. My
answers to the following makeup
questions give easy ways to make
you shine.
Here’s Looking At Hue
Q: “My makeup look is so boring! How can I make color work
for me?”
A: Don’t be afraid to play with
color—the best makeup today goes
on sheer and natural looking,
even the brightest pinks and richest reds lay down a translucent
wash of color. To try: LORAC Desire
Blush is a shimmery hot pink that
goes on soft for a perfect healthy
glow. (This is one of my favorites
to use on celebrity photo shoots.)
Also, LORAC Eyeshadows in Lilac
(lavender with pearlescence), Joy
(pink with warm gold shimmer),
and Mesmerize (coral with warm
gold shimmer) are all great ways
to add a subtle hint of color that
looks great on all skin tones.
For those who prefer more neutral tones all over, have some fun
with a splash of color and liven up
your look—but focus on just one
feature. For example, try LORAC’s
Cream Eyeliner Collection, a
palette of eight shades that contains a mix of traditional brown
and black as well as a bold garnet,
purple, navy and pewter for eyes.
The wonderfully wearable cream
eyeliner can be used in a variety
of ways: smudge the colors for
subtle definition during the day,
or use the liner wet for a dramatic
look for evening. With a kit like
this, it’s easier than ever to spice
up your makeup routine and
experiment with different shades.
Wake-Up Makeup
Q: “I’m incredibly busy, and my
usual morning routine only allows
me five minutes for my makeup.
What’s the best way to look put

Celebrity makeup artist Carol
Shaw works with many of Hollywood’s top faces, including
Nicole Kidman, Meg Ryan, Cindy
Crawford and Lucy Liu.
together in that short amount of
time?”
A: Five minutes is all you need.
One way to cut a significant
amount of time in the morning is to
use multipurpose products, such as
L ORAC Sheer Wash and L ORAC
Lip/Eye Duo. Sheer Wash is a natural, long-lasting stain, perfect on
both lips and cheeks for a quick
pick-me-up. (This is an essential for
many of my celebrity clients, both
on and off the Red Carpet.)
Lip/Eye Duo is a matching lip
gloss and cream eyeshadow set
that comes in shimmery shades of
violet, bronze and cream. Just
swipe them on, add a touch of
mascara and cover-up, and you’re
ready to go. Makeup has never
been easier or more multifunctional. You may wonder how you
ever survived without it.
LORAC Cosmetics are available
at Sephora, sephora.com, select
Macy’s and Nordstrom stores,
Marshall Field’s, nordstrom.com
and beauty.com. For information
about L O R A C Cosmetics or to
order, call 1-800-845-0705.

Five Tips Toward Healthy Weight

Overall Health Through Regular Eye Exams
(NAPSA)—In addition to helping ensure optimal vision, regular
eye examinations can reveal signs
of other health problems. For this
reason, an educational program has
been developed to boost awareness
of the importance of annual eye
exams.
“People don’t realize that signs of
high cholesterol, diabetes, high blood
pressure and even multiple sclerosis can appear through the eyes, and
Eye Care Professionals are trained
to check for these signs at the same
time that they look for vision problems,” said Dr. Donald Brideau, assistant clinical professor, Department
of Health Sciences, George Washington Medical School. “Through a comprehensive eye examination, Eye
Care Professionals can detect potential health problems even before a
patient notices any symptoms.”
The ACUVUE® Eye Health Advisor Program is educating parents
on the importance of regular vision
checkups for their children. Vision
plays a substantial role in growth,
development and performance,
with the Vision Council of America
reporting that 80 percent of all
early childhood learning is acquired
through visual processing of information. However, according to the
American Public Health Association, 10 percent of all preschoolers
and 25 percent of students in
kindergarten through sixth grade

***
Life happens at the level of
events not of words. Trust movement.
—Alfred Adler
***

Check Out
These Web Sites:
Regular eye exams protect
vision—and can help catch other
health problems early.
have vision deficiencies.
Since school vision screenings
identify only five percent of children’s vision problems, studies
recommend comprehensive vision
exams for children before kindergarten and continuing through
®
high school. The A CUVUE Eye
Health Advisor Program encourages parents to bring their children in for back-to-school eye
exams to ensure that their children are ahead of the curve. With
incentives such as stickers and
tattoos, the program helps to
make visits to the Eye Care
Professional more fun for kids.
®
The ACUVUE Eye Health Advisor Program was developed by
®
VISTAKON , Division of Johnson &
Johnson Vision Care, Inc.

The National Marrow Donor Program at www.marrow.org.
The Scotts Give Back to Grow®
Awards at www.scotts.com.
T h e Ta k e C o n t r o l ® H e a r t Healthy Recipe Challenge at
www.takecontrol.com.
Geezer.com at www.geezer.com.
Experience Works at www.expe
rienceworks.org.
The Journal of Natural Health at
www.whitewing.com.
Medtronic at w w w. medtronic
pain.com.
NatraTaste ® at www.Natra
Taste.com.
Dome SelfGrip Athletic Tape/
Bandage at www.domeind.com.
Patio Enclosures, Inc. at www.
patioenclosuresinc.com.
Nafco.at www.nafco.com.

John Paul II Cultural Center
Chapel at www.jp2cc.org.
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(NAPSA)—Dieting isn’t just for
bathing suit season and New
Years’ resolutions any more. Many
Americans are constantly on one
diet after another trying to reach
that “magic” number. In fact, 65
percent of Americans have tried to
lose weight at least once.
In an effort to lose weight
through years of yo-yo dieting and
poor eating habits, the body’s
metabolism is misled and the lost
weight is usually just gained back.
This roller coaster process is
reversible by retraining the
metabolism to lose weight through
a healthy lifestyle.
According to Penny KendallReed, naturopathic doctor and
author of The Naturopathic Diet,
five tips can help achieve one’s
ideal, healthy weight.
1. Eat Small, Frequent Meals:
This will allow your blood sugar levels to remain stable and food to
digest completely to offset cravings.
2. Refresh Yourself: Six to
eight glasses of water a day will
keep the body and skin healthy
and supple. Water not only keeps
the body hydrated but also assists
in controlling appetite.
3. Learn About The Good vs
Bad Foods: Choose healthy food
choices such as green salads,
chicken breasts, apples, cottage
cheese and tuna fish. There are
also many foods that are commonly mistaken as diet foods that
should be avoided such as yogurt,
bananas, white rice and potatoes.
These foods actually turn into
sugar and ultimately fat.
4. Find Natural Ways To
Keep Fit: Natural supplements

You can have better than a
slim chance of losing weight if
you follow some advice.
can help reach an ideal weight.
Supplementing a healthy diet and
exercise regime with the herbs
garcinia cambogia (Citrimax™), bitter orange (Advantra-Z™) and chitosan can help expedite a safe
weight loss process. A new product
from Jamieson Laboratories, called
Ultra Slim Down ®, combines all
three of these ingredients, without
the use of dangerous herbs such as
Ma Huang and Ephedra that are
present in many other weight loss
products. A 10-week study showed
that people taking Ultra Slim
Down ® lost an average of 10.2
pounds without following any regimented diet or exercise program.
5. Quality Not Quantity:
Decreasing portion sizes and eating “mindfully” will help achieve a
healthy weight.
For more information on Ultra
Slim Down® or other natural health
care products by Jamieson Laboratories, call 1-800-265-5088 or visit
www.jamiesonvitamins.com.

